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Facility management involves all areas of asset management integrating people, place and process to increase the quality of

life of users cost-effectively and profitably within an entity’s core business and continuously demonstrate value and improve

performance in supporting core business strategy in the operations and maintenance phase of a built asset.

Background
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Success in performance improvement and process

integration is hinged on information.

Facility management is notoriously behind the curve on

data gathering, analysing, or using information strategically.

Clients often lack a centralised digital platform where all

required facility management information can be collected,

analysed, integrated, and used by the entire organisation.
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Facility management can be more information-rich

than ever and create more substantial outcomes in

core business productivity, and efficiency from the

ability of facilities management to integrate people,

processes and place with the core business and

support services with analytical systems built, and

significant insight can be collected from built assets

in support for core business and support functions

productivity and efficiency.
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BIM does not work with real-time data and is not always adequate in terms of information wealth and analytical efficiency

to enable effective and efficient facility management, particularly during the operating and maintenance phases; thus the

idea of digital twins is built to complement static BIM in facility management by providing prospects to handle real-time data

and integration with core and support enterprise systems.

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is presented as an information

management solution for the built environment.
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“We are about the enter the age of smart everything. Whatever you think of that proposition, the fact is that

sensors, the tiny devices that fuel the Internet of Things are getting smaller and cheaper all the time. As they do,

we will start to see them transmitting data from some highly unlikely intelligent devices, while tracking

everything” Ron Miller
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A lean enterprise is an integrated organisation that effectively delivers value for its many stakeholders by

using lean concepts and practices.

The five main concepts for lean thinking (Value Specification, Value Stream Mapping, Flow, Pull and

Perfection) must be followed step by step by management to realise the full potential of lean performance.

This research finds the need to apply Lean and associated procedures to support strategic facility

management service insights to boost core business productivity and performance as BIM evolves into

the digital twin.
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Research Methodology
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The Lean strategic FM service model based on the digital twin

The model considers six layers and employs a continuous

Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) Lean procedural approach to

promoting continuous improvement in the Lean strategic

FM service model.

The Results and Discussion
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This research finds that information management and technology

advancements to digital twins propel facility management to

enable Lean strategic facility management and recommends

change management in the facility management function to a

high-level strategic focus cascading down to operational and

tactical functions and the need to integrate facility management

information with core business and support services to derive

fresh insights, thus, more value for the organisation.

Conclusions
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The facility manager must position himself as a lead intermediary to

support core business productivity and efficiency in the organisation’s-built

assets. The facility manager has the power to guide and influence core and

support business strategies and lead change by applying facility

management information to the provision of quality facility management

services aligned with core business strategy and service insights in support

of core business and support services and finding means such as Lean to

driving quality and sustainable services.

To achieve this impact, strategic thinking knowledge and action awareness

must be performed by engaging core business, support services and facility

management practitioners to educate the value of information management

in achieving metric service insights to promoting Lean strategic facility

management.
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This paper presents the second stage of Design Science

Research; the third stage is research exploration. The

researcher validates the proposed model as part of the larger

conceptual framework for digital twins in enabling strategic

facility management.

Further work is examining and investigating the proposed

model on a built environment sectoral focus to identify the

possible benefits and constraints in its applicability.

Future Work
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Thank you – any questions?
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